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Summary

Codes are ubiquitous in culture—and, by implication, in nature. Code

biology is the study of these codes. However, the term ‘code’ has assumed

a variety of meanings, sowing confusion and cynicism. The first aim of this

study is therefore to define what an organic code is. Following from this, I

establish a set of criteria that a putative code has to conform to in order

to be recognised as a true code. I then offer an information theoretical

perspective on how organic codes present a viable method of dealing with

biological information, as a logical extension thereof.

Once this framework has been established, I proceed to review several of

the current organic codes in an attempt to demonstrate how the definition

of and criteria for identifying an organic code may be used to separate the

wheat from the chaff. I then introduce the ‘regulatory code’ in an effort

to demonstrate how the code biological framework may be applied to novel

codes to test their suitability as organic codes and whether they warrant

further investigation.

Despite the prevalence of codes in the biological world, only a few have

been definitely established as organic codes. I therefore turn to the main

aim of this study which is to cement the status of the histone code as a

true organic code in the sense of the genetic or signal transduction codes.

I provide a full review and analysis of the major histone post-translational

ix
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modifications, their biological effects, and which protein domains are re-

sponsible for the translation between these two phenomena. Subsequently

I show how these elements can be reliably mapped onto the theoretical

framework of code biology.

Lastly I discuss the validity of an algorithm-based approach to iden-

tifying organic codes developed by Görlich and Dittrich. Unfortunately,

the current state of this algorithm and the operationalised definition of

an organic code is such that the process of identifying codes, without the

neccessary investigation by a scientist with a biochemical background, is

currently not viable.

This study therefore demonstrates the utility of code biology as a theo-

retical framework that provides a synthesis between molecular biology and

information theory. It cements the status of the histone code as a true

organic code, and criticises the Görlich and Dittrich’s method for finding

codes by an algorithm based on reaction networks and contingency criteria.
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Opsomming

Kodes is alomteenwoordig in kultuur—en by implikasie ook in die natuur.

Kodebiologie is die studie van hierdie kodes. Tog het die term ‘kode’ ’n

verskeidenheid van betekenisse en interpretasies wat heelwat verwarring

veroorsaak. Die eerste doel van hierdie studie is dus om te bepaal wat

’n organiese kode is en ’n stel kriteria te formuleer wat ’n vermeende kode

aan moet voldoen om as ’n ware kode erken te word. Ek ontwikkel dan ’n

inligtings-teoretiese perspektief op hoe organiese kodes ‘n manier bied om

biologiese inligting te hanteer as ’n logiese uitbreiding daarvan.

Met hierdie raamwerk as agtergrond gee ek ‘n oorsig van ’n aantal van

die huidige organiese kodes in ’n poging om aan te toon hoe die definisie

van en kriteria vir ’n organiese kode gebruik kan word om die koring van

die kaf te skei. Ek stel die ‘regulering kode’ voor in ’n poging om te wys

hoe die kode-biologiese raamwerk op nuwe kodes toegepas kan word om hul

geskiktheid as organiese kodes te toets en of dit die moeite werd is om hulle

verder te ondersoek.

Ten spyte daarvan dat kodes algemeen in die biologiese wêreld voorkom,

is relatief min van hulle onomwonde bevestig as organiese kodes. Die hoof-

doel van hierdie studie is om vas te stel of die histoonkode ’n ware organiese

kode is in die sin van die genetiese of seintransduksie kodes. Ek verskaf ’n

volledige oorsig en ontleding van die belangrikste histoon post-translasionele
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modifikasies, hul biologiese effekte, en watter protëıendomeine verantwo-

ordelik vir die vertaling tussen hierdie twee verskynsels. Ek wys dan hoe

hierdie elemente perfek inpas in die teoretiese raamwerk van kodebiologie.

Laastens bespreek ek die geldigheid van ’n algoritme-gebaseerde be-

nadering tot die identifisering van organiese kodes wat deur Görlich en

Dittrich ontwikkel is. Dit blyk dat hierdie algoritme en die geoperasion-

aliseerde definisie van ’n organiese kode sodanig is dat die proses van die

identifisering van kodes sonder die nodige ondersoek deur ’n wetenskaplike

met ’n biochemiese agtergrond tans nie haalbaar is nie.

Hierdie studie bevestig dus die nut van kodebiologie as ’n teoretiese

raamwerk vir ’n sintese tussen molekulêre biologie en inligtingsteorie, beves-

tig die status van die histoonkode as ’n ware organiese kode, en kritiseer

Görlich en Dittrich se poging om organiese kodes te identifiseer met ’n al-

goritme wat gebaseer is op reaksienetwerke en ‘n kontingensie kriterium.

xii
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Code biology, the study of all codes of life, holds that the 4 billion-year

history of life on earth saw the appearance of more than just the genetic

code at the beginning and the various cultural codes at the end [14].

The concept of codes in biology is by no means new; the mRNA-tRNA-

amino acid translation code, known as the genetic code, was the first code

to be discovered and elucidated in the early 1960s [35, 114, 153]. After a

hiatus of a decade the use of the term ‘code’ reared its head again in the

1970s in the context of a ‘metabolic code’ [161] and an ‘epigenetic code’ [44].

The code concept only really started to gain momentum in the early days

of the new millennium, when Turner [166] proposed an ‘epigenetic code’,

Strahl and Allis [156] the ‘histone code’, and Gabius [51] the ‘sugar code’.

Recently, amongst others, there has been talk of a ‘cytoskeleton code’ [58]

and a ‘ubiquitin code’ [83]. Despite these uses, the ‘codes’ they refer to

lacked a general framework that defines what a biological code is and which

components it should have in order to be classified as such; it was not

at all clear whether these proposed codes were really true biological codes

and whether they forced us to view life differently. The question remained

1
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whether we should not just view such codes as the majority of biologists do

the genetic code: as oddities, ‘frozen accidents’. Such a unifying framework

was provided by Barbieri with his general concept of an organic code [8],

one that arose from his earlier work on semantic biology [6] and which

now forms the basis for the new research field of code biology [13] which

has already recognised a number of other biological codes. Code biology

recognises that biological codes are ubiquitous and absolutely essential for

life, that coding in fact provides for a mechanism of evolution by natural

conventions [7] that is distinct from the copying mechanism that underlies

evolution by natural selection. The establishment of new organic codes

introduce absolute novelties into the evolutionary process and are associated

with major evolutionary transitions and increases in biocomplexity; natural

selection, on the other hand, only provides for relative novelties [11].

In the following text I aim to (1) establish a set of criteria against

which future codes may be tested to ascertain their veracity, (2) provide

an overview of some of those biological codes currently thought to exist, as

well as test them against the criteria set forth in 1, and (4). test, in depth,

whether the ‘histone code’ conforms to the precepts of an organic code.

Chapter 2 will deal with the question, “What is code biology?”. Here

I shall provide a detailed overview of code biology, focusing on concepts

such as organic signs, organic meanings, and adaptors. I shall also provide

a clear definition of what a code is and contrast this with the somewhat

haphazard usage it has suffered to date. Then I will provide a list of criteria,

or questions that should be answered when considering whether a putative

organic code is indeed a bona fide organic code. Furthermore, I will attempt

to provide a brief overview of the use and importance of the concept of

‘information’ in biology. The conclusion to this chapter shall deal with the

2
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concept of ‘evolution by natural conventions’ as an extension to current

thinking on evolutionary theory.

Chapter 3 will provide a brief, but thorough summary of several pu-

tative organic codes. Herein I shall also demonstrate how the previously

mentioned criteria can be put to good use in identifying bona fide organic

codes. The codes I shall be dealing with are as follows:

Genetic code: As the oldest and unanimously recognised biological code,

the mapping of mRNA codons to amino acids, known as the genetic

code, is a ‘safe’ test case to explore and test the criteria against.

Metabolic code: This code, proposed in 1975 by Tomkins [161], consid-

ers the association between certain ‘indicator’ molecules (putatively

termed ‘symbols’) and unique metabolic states which they are a symp-

tom of.

Signal transduction code: The associations between the various 1st and

2nd messengers are the subject of the signal transduction code, after

the genetic code probably the most important code for life on earth.

Sugar code: The associations between various mono/oligosaccharides

and the biological effects specified by them.

Splicing code: The system of signs that governs the correct splicing of

an mRNA transcript at a given time and place.

Ubiquitin code: The mapping of ubiquitin ‘tags’ to unique biological

effects in the context of post-translational protein modification.

Compartment code: This code details the process of recognition and

translation whereby a protein is assigned the correct cellular compart-

ment.

3
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Hox code: The idea that in the timing and distribution of Hox gene

expression there lies a code. However, whether this is a code according

to the definition and precepts of an organic code that I provide in

Chapter 2 remains to be seen.

Regulatory code: A speculative code governing the associations between

allosteric effector molecules and their effects on enzymes. To date, no

work exists on the regulatory code; I explore a possibility of such a

code as well as the form it could take.

Chapter 4 is the body of work representing the histone code. I begin

with an introduction to the basic biochemistry of histones and then proceed

to the possible functions of the histone code as it pertains to the role it plays

in eukaryotic life. I then provide a detailed overview of the major histone

post-translational modifications and the unique biological effects which they

specify. Following this I spend some time identifying the adaptor molecules

in the histone code, as well as the effector proteins they form part of. I then

test the precepts of the histone code against the criteria I have previously

defined.

Chapter 5 considers the efforts of Görlich and Dittrich [59] at designing

an algorithm capable of identifying what they call ‘molecular codes’. I

provide a brief overview of the methods they use as well as an analysis of

the veracity of their results and the feasibility of trying to identify codes

algorithmically.

Chapter 6 offers a summary and discussion of the foregoing work, with

a final section on possible avenues of investigation that future work shall

bring.

4
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Chapter 2

Code biology

Our social life is inextricably linked with codes. From the codes governing

the various languages, religious doctrines, judicial systems, to the rules

of games and, in modernity, those of programming languages, codes are

ubiquitous in culture. Further, codes are necessary in culture: without

these codes and many more, society as we know it simply would not exist.

For this reason codes were long thought to affirm the nature/culture divide

that has characterised scientific inquiry of the 20th century. The discovery

of the genetic code in the 1960s threatened to upend this long-standing

convention. For the first time, codes had become a part of the natural

world. However, the science of the time needed to be reducible and the

concept of a ‘code’ was therefore reduced to a metaphor - a ‘protective belt’

had enveloped it and robbed it of much of its potential [12].

It was soon pointed out that the presence of the genetic code implied

that the cell is a physical system controlled by symbols [121]. Simultane-

ously, Thomas Sebeok argued that if man has roots in nature, so too must

culture have roots in nature [12]. Thus began the inquiry in earnest into

biosemiotics.

5
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Barbieri [11] provides a preliminary definition of a semiotic system as

a system consisting of two independent worlds, signs and meanings, that

are connected by the conventional rules of a code. The introduction of

‘signs’ and ‘meanings’ to the molecular world invited the unwelcome guest

of ‘interpretation’, for in order to divine meaning from a sign, one would

need interpretation, and if interpretation is implied, does this not imply and

interpreter - a mind? Indeed it would, if we were dealing with the cultural

codes, where subjectivity is a factor. However, on the molecular scale there

is no need for interpretation. All that is required is for some ‘thing’ to link

these two ‘worlds’ of sign and meaning. This thing (henceforth adaptor)

would be required to do little more than to instantiate the correct sign→

meaning mapping.

Such a mapping often takes the form of Fig. 2.1. This details a typical

mapping as it occurs in the genetic code. As one can see, it is possible

for more than one sign to map to the correct meaning (given by the func-

tions f and g), however it is rare that a single adaptor molecule is able to

link more than a single binary code pair. Such a ‘many-to-one’ mapping is

called a degenerate code. It is possible that such degeneracy became part

of biological codes in an effort to increase the robustness of the code. Fur-

thermore, biological codes, as opposed to some cultural ones, do not allow

for bidirectional mapping; a biological code is strictly a one-way mapping

from sign to meaning. This does not, however, preclude the meanings from

acting as signs in another code.

An organic code is therefore a molecular system for translating an or-

ganic sign into its biological meaning. In the genetic code, which has been

shown to be a true organic code [8], the organic signs are triplet sequences

of three nucleotides in mRNA which has been transcribed from DNA and

6
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A B

UUU

GAU

UUC

GAC

Phe

Asp

gA1,B1

fA2,B1

fA3,B2

gA4,B2

Figure 2.1: Mappings f and g between a set of nucleotide triplets and a set
of amino acids

subsequently processed into a mature form. The 64 possible triplet se-

quences are called codons. These codons are recognised by complementary

nucleotide triplets, called anticodons, on tRNA molecules that have been

charged with amino acids. Each codon/anticodon pair corresponds to a par-

ticular amino acid according to a convention called the genetic code; the

amino acid is therefore the biological meaning of the codon sign. Since more

than one codon/anticodon pair can be associated with a particular amino

acid the genetic code is a degenerate code. A sequence of mRNA codons is

translated into a corresponding sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide in

a process called translation, which is catalysed by a ribosome. On a higher

level a particular mRNA nucleotide sequence can be regarded as the organic

sign that is decoded into its biological meaning, here a specific polypeptide.

It should be remembered that the worlds of nucleotide sequences on the one

hand and amino acid sequences on the other are completely independent of

each other. The set of rules of the genetic code that associate codons with

amino acids are conventional in nature since the specificity of this corre-

spondence is not dictated by the laws of chemistry but have been fixed in

7
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the course of an evolutionary process. There are no deterministic reasons

for the rules of the genetic code; in this sense they are arbitrary, but once

fixed they remain frozen.

Prior to the discovery of the genetic code the concept of a code in molec-

ular biology was already put forth by Schrödinger [139]. In this scenario

the chromosomes were thought to contain a ‘code-script’ that orchestrates

the endeavour of genetic translation; they were simultaneously a container

for the description of the organism, including themselves, as well as the

implementers of this code [139]. In tandem with the discovery of the ge-

netic code came John von Neumann’s theory of self-replicating automata

[170]. Herein he suggested that any self-replicating automaton would first

need to possess a description of itself, which would function as a template

for self-replication. Such an internally asserted description of structure and

function is according to Barbieri [11] what makes life an act of “artifact-

making” and provides biological systems with closure, instead of invoking

the need for an externally imposed description. Secondly, such a description

would need to be symbolic in nature [170]. The importance of symbols and

signs as information carriers was further stressed by Pattee [120]. Signs

that act as information carriers in turn act as constraints upon dynamic

processes; they restrict the number of allowed physical interactions from

the pool of possible physical interactions. Moreover, information (and by

implication signs) only has meaning in events where the outcome could be

otherwise, they provide a necessary distinction between events with multi-

ple outcomes [120]. In other words, they make the arbitrariness of codes

possible.

8
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2.1. On codes

2.1 On codes

The term ‘code’ has seen much use in biological studies since the 1960s,

however, rarely with a formal definition in tow. The most common use

of the term appears to be in conjunction with state-dependent ‘snapshots’

of metabolic states. The Hox code [69] for example is used to describe a

‘readout table’ detailing which combination of Hox genes are active in which

tissues at which time. The metabolic code on the other hand claims that

certain key metabolites are symbols for particular metabolic states, much

like a red light at a traffic light would designate ‘stop’, however, no mention

is made of the driver or adaptor that is able to link the symbol with the

state.

For the purpose of this thesis, I shall employ a definition, slightly adapted

from Barbieri et al. [16] and Brier and Joslyn [27]:

An organic code is a mapping that describes the associations

between two discrete organic ‘worlds’: one, a set of biomolecules

that act as organic signs and, two, a set of biomolecules or

biological effects that act as organic meanings. The link between

these two worlds is created by an adaptor molecule that is able

to recognise an organic sign on the one end, and mediate the

organic meaning on the other. These associations are arbitrary

in the sense that they exist independent of physical or chemical

necessity and are therefore purely due to natural convention.

Therefore, in order to correctly identify a putative code as a bona fide

organic code, one needs to:

1. Demonstrate that the code links two independent worlds, namely that

9
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2.1. On codes

of organic signs to their biological meanings. The organic signs will be

biomolecules, but their biological meanings need not necessarily be;

instead of molecules they can, for example, be biological effects such

as activation or repression of gene transcription, which is relevant in,

for example, the case of histone modifications. Independence implies

that in the absence of the code there is no deterministic relationship

between an organic sign and its biological meaning. The relationship

between organic sign and its meaning is therefore a natural convention.

2. Identify the set of adaptor molecules that instantiate the rules of the

putative organic code. On the one hand, such an adaptor must specif-

ically recognise the organic sign molecule and, on the other hand,

translate this sign into its biological meaning, either directly or in-

directly. The charged tRNA in the genetic code is an example of

indirect translation: uncharged tRNA on its own can only recognise a

codon; it needs another agent, a specific aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase,

to create the translation to an amino acid. The signal-transduction

code [8] is an example of direct translation, where the adaptor, here

a protein complex spanning the cell membrane, both recognises the

external organic sign (first messenger) and mediates the production

of the internal second messenger, the biological meaning of the first

messenger.

3. Show that the set of rules that implement the code is conventional in

nature in that it can be experimentally altered and still act as a code,

albeit now with different rules. Alternatively, it may be that nature

has provided alternative implementations of the code in question, such

as, for example, the 20 known versions of the genetic code [78, 117].

10
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2.1. On codes

However, unlike the first two identification criteria, this contingency

criterion is neither necessary nor sufficient, but provides verification

of the conventional nature of the organic code in question. This point

will be taken up in Chapter 5 in the discussion of a proposed algorithm

for discovering molecular codes.

The signature component of any organic code is the adaptor molecule

that links the world of organic signs to the world of its biological meanings.

In the genetic code this role is played by the charged tRNAs. One could

say the genetic code is realised in these adaptors. However, the ‘writers’ of

the genetic code are the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases that charge tRNAs

with their correct amino acids. All of these components of the genetic code

are produced by the cell itself; the cell is therefore what Barbieri [9] calls

the codemaker.

An adaptor molecule should therefore exhibit the following properties:

• An adaptor molecule must be an independent third-party to the or-

ganic sign/meaning-system. Much like an enzyme is able to catalyse

a reaction without itself being altered significantly by the reaction, an

adaptor molecule needs to remain independent of any chemical pro-

cesses that occur during translation—it should therefore not change

the meaning of the sign during the process of translation. Imagine the

chaos were a tRNA molecule to decide, willy-nilly, to which amino acid

it would translate a codon.

• The adaptor molecule has a dual function: on the hand it must recog-

nise the organic sign and on the other it must produce or mediate

the biological meaning, either a biomolecule or a biological effect. In

those codes that we have so far verified, the organic sign is a partic-

11
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ular biomolecule or part of a biomolecule. For example, the tRNA

molecule has a specific RNA sequence, the anticodon, which specif-

ically recognises and binds to the corresponding codon on a mature

mRNA transcript. The recognition site for the biological meaning

however, does not always bind a biomolecule. Since a significant por-

tion of the organic codes tend to follow a molecule→ effect trajectory,

the recognition site for the sign is often attached to an effector protein

of sorts. This is especially prominent in the sugar code (Chapter 3)

and the histone code (Chapter 4).

Code biology views the cell as a ‘codepoietic’ system; one which is able

to create and conserve its own codes [14]. Often these codes are not ex-

pressly defined in the DNA of a cell, however the fact remains that cells

are able to implement the rules of these codes nonetheless. The genetic

code, as expansive as it is, does not code for every chemical or physical

interaction between the various components of a cell. It is not a director

of events as originally thought. For example, while the genetic code would

specify the identity of a particular amino acid in a particular position of

a particular polypeptide sequence, whether or not this amino acid will be

subject to post-translational modification or not, is not under the purview

of the genetic code.

2.2 Evolution by natural conventions

A defining element of code biology is evolution by natural conventions [7],

which is not meant to replace or invalidate evolution by natural selection,

but rather provide an extension thereof.
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However, before I can fully delve into the details of evolution by natural

conventions, I need to highlight the differences between the two molecu-

lar mechanisms that underlie natural selection and natural conventions—

namely copying and coding.

Copying concerns the replication of information with high fidelity. In

the biological context, copying operates on individual molecules (eg., DNA)

and errors or variation in these molecules are able to change the information

contained therein, but not the meaning. We can therefore say that copying,

the processs that underlies evolution by natural selection, introduces relative

novelties by modifying existing entities.

Coding on the other hand involves a collective set of rules for translat-

ing information. Changes to these rules, or the introduction of new rules,

alter the meaning of the information they pertain to. These changes—and

the resulting effect on the meaning of information—are what underlie the

evolution by natural conventions and therefore we can say that this process

produces absolute novelties [12].

Natural selection is a mechanism based on copying (DNA replication and

DNA transcription to RNA). However, copying is not a process with 100%

fidelity; in DNA replication, for example, for every one million bases copied

at least one will be copied incorrectly. What this means is that a unique, but

relative change in the current message (DNA) is introduced, which results

in a variation in form or function of an existing structure (RNA or protein)

[11]. If this variation is beneficial to an organism in a given environment,

the chances for that organism surviving increases; ultimately that variation

is propagated until the point where it becomes detrimental to an organism

in a given (albeit different) environment.

Absolute novelties must have been part of the evolutionary process at
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least once, however, it is more likely that during the course of evolutionary

history, absolute novelties, i.e., new biological codes, arose several times. By

linking molecular worlds that were not related before, each new code opens

up a set of new possibilities for the organism to explore. This could offer

an explanation for the major evolutionary transitions and sudden increases

in biocomplexity not yet fully explained by the modern synthesis. The

number of codes an organism is able to use could be seen as a measure of

biocomplexity—more complex organisms are able to employ more codes.

Nucleotides and amino acids for example, necessarily pre-date the ge-

netic code, but the mapping of nucleotide sequences to amino acid sequences

is the start of a 4 billion-year story which still has not reached its conclu-

sion. The absolute novelty here is the mapping and it has, undeniably,

resulted in a sudden increase in biocomplexity [7, 12, 13]. The appearance

and ‘settling in’ of such mappings, or codes, is what we call the evolution

by natural convention.

2.3 Information

The concomitant discoveries of the genetic code and protein translation sug-

gested that the DNA molecule carried information and that this information

could be translated to give rise to new structures. This revelation quickly

became the ‘central dogma’ of modern biology [145], as counter-intuitive as

that seems (dogmas usually being anathema to science). Regardless, this

discovery did necessitate a conceptual framework for the management of

information in biology.

Barbieri asserts that information is a new observable that can not be

measured, in the physical sense, other than by naming it—the sequence
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or structure of the information you are dealing with [13]. Barbieri asserts

that information is the result of “a template-dependent copying process”

[10], which is undoubtedly true. But I believe biological information can

also be produced in other ways: protein post-translational modifications—

processes that undoubtedly alter the information present in a protein—are

not the result of template-dependent copying, but they are iterable, that is

to say that they can be repeated ad infinitum given suitable materials and

conditions. Similarly when one considers the sugar code, the saccharides are

not produced according to a template, however they are able to inform the

lectins of specific functions that are in turn performed. Template-dependent

copying should therefore, in my opinion, be regarded as a special case of in-

formation production rather than being the rule when considering biological

information.

To further talk about biological information we need to approach the

topic from two angles. Firstly, Shannon [144], considered the meaning of

information “irrelevant to the engineering problem”. Rather, as an engi-

neer, his main concern was the reliable transfer of information from source

to receiver. Since a great deal of biological systems are concerned with

communication, one consideration of information is the sound arrival of the

exact message (or a close approximation thereof) that has been fabricated

at one end, at another distant point [19]. A relevant biological example

would be the vertical transfer of genetic information (hereditary) from one

generation to the next. Herein it is important that the ‘message’ (in this

case genetic information of the progenitor) arrives at the receiver (the next

generation) in a manner resembling the original message as exactly as pos-

sible. However, virtually all channels of communication are unreliable and,

inevitably, the message shall suffer decay [144]. In order to combat this,
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2.3. Information

messages are encoded with redundant bits [20]. This is a form of encoding

where the message proper is peppered with nonsense bits, short sequences

that have no value. Therefore, if decay occurs, it is less likely to affect

a bit of the original message, preserving the original content. Again, an

analogue presents itself in the biological world in the form of introns and

non-coding DNA. I therefore propose that these sequences are conserved

within the genome precisely to increase the robustness thereof, making it

less susceptible to deleterious mutations.

Ultimately, the sound transfer of information is a concept that deals with

the copying of information since this does not deal with the actual meaning

of information. In other words, DNA replication and transcription, the

processes of copying a strand of DNA into DNA and RNA respectively,

deal with just such an issue.

The second consideration of biological information concerns the meaning

thereof. Once a message has been properly encoded and sent, the next

logical step would be, upon reception, for this message to be decoded by

removing the redundant bits and translating it. The processes of mRNA

editing (splicing) and protein translation come to mind as analogues of these

processes.

The following would therefore be logical necessities for the decoding of

information:

• A description of the original message in terms of a specific set of signs

that are independent of the translated message insofar that the latter

does not affect the content of the former.

• A schematic, or code, detailing the translation of the sent information

into a form that is usable by whichever system received the message.
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• An adaptor, able to link the signs to their designated meanings with-

out having any impact upon the information carried by either sign or

meaning. In other words, a ‘blind’ adaptor.

Organic codes are therefore superbly suited to the task of translating

information into meaning. Firstly, they are mappings from one set of (or-

ganic) signs to another, independent set of (biological) meanings, secondly,

codes are used to decode structural or sequence information to other, mean-

ingful information, and lastly these codes do not depend on the individual

features of the information [4]. Information however, only becomes mean-

ing when it is translated according to the rules of the appropriate code.

For example, the genetic code is nonsense when translated into the English

language, but when it is translated into a polypeptide sequence it makes

biological sense in the context of the cell. Codes therefore, are necessary

for the meaningful translation of biological information and for the correct

function of the various biological system under their purview.
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Chapter 3

Some organic codes

In this chapter I will review some of those biological systems thought to be

codes. Since the advent of biological codes with the genetic code, many bio-

logical systems have (sometimes falsely) been called codes. In the following

discussion I shall adhere to the definition of a code set forth in Chapter 2,

because often a ‘code’ is not a code as defined there. I will therefore dis-

tinguish between those codes I believe are self-evident, those that warrant

further investigation, and those that do not conform to the precepts of an

organic code.

Table 3.1 provides a cursory overview of the organic codes as they are

presently known.

Of the known organic codes there are several that conform to an organic

code prima facie; these include the genetic, signal transduction, splicing,

sugar, and regulatory codes. These codes all nominally possess the required

two worlds, specialised adaptor molecules, and the arbitrariness which de-

fines an organic code. Although these codes appear on solid ground, more

detail is required on the exact functioning of these codes in order to properly

cement their status as bona fide organic codes. Another possible code that
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would be easy to cast in the code biological framework would be that of quo-

rum sensing in bacteria. Quorum sensing involves two (or more) different

species of bacteria that are able to send, receive, and properly respond to

chemical messages; these responses range from alterations in the virulence

of a species to the suppression or incitement of growth.

The largest category is that of the possible organic codes; this is the set

of proposed codes that have not been properly verified yet or where doubts

as to their plausibility as an organic code exist. Several examples of such

possible codes are currently available: the ubiquitin code, compartmental

code, cytoskeletal code, and adhesion code to name but a few. Although

these systems to conform nominally to the precepts of an organic code, the

question remains whether they necessitate their own code or whether they

could be assimilated in the larger project of constructing a protein post-

translational modification code. It may perhaps be simpler to construct

these codes as individual entities first and then integrate them into a larger

whole as this would simplify our understanding of these codes immensely;

one would be able to deal with a particular system without necessitating

the comprehensive knowledge of the entire protein post-translational mod-

ification system.

As I’ve mentioned in Chapter 2, there are instances where the term

‘code’ has been used to describe something akin to a fingerprint rather

than an organic code. The metabolic and Hox codes are, as I will discuss

in sections 3.2 and 3.9, precisely such instances.

A recent paper by Stergachis et al. [155] has generated much furore in

the media as a ‘second’ genetic code. Upon closer inspection, however,

it appears that much of this hype is misplaced as the idea that certain

sequences in the genome are able to affect the binding of transcription
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3.1. The genetic code

factors is not new [163], and indeed has seen use in other codes as well (eg.,

the splicing code, see section 3.5). Thus it would be more appropriate to

term this the transcription factor code. The paper itself, however, is less

concerned with the codification of these elements than with the impact they

may have had on the evolution of proteins. This once again highlights the

confusion that may arise when the term ‘code’ is used ad hoc to describe a

particular biological system.

3.1 The genetic code

The first universally recognised organic code was the genetic code. Discov-

ered and codified in the 1960s by Crick et al. [35], Nirenberg et al. [114] and

Söll et al. [153], the mRNA/amino acid translation scheme revolutionised

molecular biology. However, the concept of coding at the molecular level

was quickly dismissed as it went against the deterministic bent of molecular

biology at the time. The concept of an organic code therefore was dismissed

as a mere metaphor [15]. Nevertheless, it would be useful to test this pri-

mal organic code within the framework provided by code biology since it

appears prima facie to fulfil the criteria for an organic code.

The genetic code describes the association of one of the 64 triplet codons

formed by the four N-bases of mRNA with either one of 20 amino acids or

with one of three ‘stop’ signals as detailed in Table 3.2. The universality

of the code is near absolute, however in certain organisms the associations

between codon and amino acid are different, owing to the degeneracy of the

genetic code. A degenerate code does not describe a one-to-one mapping

(as one would find with the Morse code), rather it appears that a level of

redundancy has evolved that allows several similar signs to code for one
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3.1. The genetic code

Table 3.2: The mRNA/amino acid translation scheme

Nucleotides U C A G

U

U Phe Phe Leu Leu
C Ser Ser Ser Ser
A Tyr Tyr Stop Stop
G Cys Cys Stop Trp

C

U Leu Leu Leu Leu
C Pro Pro Pro Pro
A His His Gln Gln
G Arg Arg Arg Arg

A

U Ile Ile Ile Met
C Thr Thr Thr Thr
A Asn Asn Lys Lys
G Ser Ser Arg Arg

G

U Val Val Val Val
C Ala Ala Ala Ala
A Asp Asp Glu Glu
G Gly Gly Gly Gly

meaning. In the genetic code this is exemplified by the six codons that

code for the single amino acid, leucine.

The translation from codon to amino acid is enabled by a correctly

charged tRNA molecule. In one of its unpaired loops (the so-called anti-

codon loop) this RNA possesses a specific triplet sequence, the anticodon,

capable of pairing with a specific codon on a mature mRNA molecule. At

the 3′-end is a sequence to which the amino acid corresponding to the

anticodon is ligated by the amino-acyl tRNA synthetase specific for that

tRNA/amino acid combination.

The malleability of the genetic code has been amply demonstrated by

the artificial creation of quadruplet and quintuplet codons, of ribosomes

and tRNA molecules that recognise and decode quadruplet codons, the in-

corporation of unnatural amino acids, and the creation of a 65th codon

[3, 23, 66, 112, 173]. This malleability is however not restricted to the labo-
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ratory. Nature herself has demonstrated, with at least 20 known variations1,

that the genetic code is an arbitrary association of mRNA codons and amino

acids. Mitochondrial genetic codes detail different mRNA→ amino acid

mappings when compared to nuclear genetic codes, and the bacterial genus

Mycoplasma is known to employ a genetic code that differs to that used by,

for example, humans [77].

In conclusion, the genetic code establishes a conventional relationship

between two independent worlds, that of mRNA codons and that of amino

acids. These worlds would not be linked to one another were it not for the

properly charged tRNA molecules that act as adaptor molecules. Therefore,

the genetic code can be considered a bona fide organic code.

3.2 The metabolic code

The metabolic code was proposed by Tomkins [161], who explored the possi-

bility that particular organic molecules (specifically cyclic AMP, guanosine-

pentaphosphate, and hormones) could act as ‘symbols’ denoting unique

metabolic states. For example, in Escherichia coli, the presence of cAMP

was thought to symbolise carbon starvation since the production of this

particular metabolite is increased dramatically during periods of carbon

starvation. Similarly, in mammals, cAMP production is up-regulated as a

result of increased glucagon and epinephrine production during periods of

starvation. The metabolic code thus constitutes a ‘fingerprint’ of cellular ac-

tivity,which gives us an idea of what occurs within cellular metabolism at a

given time. Further, Tomkins [161] theorised that each symbol has under its

purview a set of biological processes and molecules, called its ‘domain’. He

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Utils/wprintgc.cgi
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3.2. The metabolic code

thought that, although each symbol has its own, unique domain, processes

and molecules can be shared amongst domains and therefore amongst sym-

bols. With the advent of metazoan life there appeared progressively larger

and more complicated forms. Hormones were thought to have evolved as

more stable symbols, since cAMP and ppGpp were in a continuous state of

flux. Hormones therefore, were ‘encoded’ with a specific message, secreted

into the organism and, at their specific receptors, ‘decoded’ into very spe-

cific biological effects. In reality these effects took the forms of cAMP of

ppGpp (or, in a more modern context, secondary messenger molecules) and

thus each hormone carried with it a symbol-message which, once decoded,

indicated the particular metabolic state of a cell.

If the metabolic code were a true organic code it would be unique in the

sense that it is a mapping from larger phenomena, such as metabolic states

or biological effects, to biomolecules. This is because the symbol molecules

appear as a result of the foregoing biological phenomena. These symbol

molecules are thus indicators of a particular metabolic state. However,

for the metabolic code to be considered an organic code according to the

definition laid out in the foregoing chapter, it would require an adaptor

molecule. Upon inspection, it seems doubtful that an adaptor molecule

is a useful concept for the metabolic code. The only beneficiary of the

metabolic code would be the scientist, who upon measuring the levels of a

particular metabolite would then be able to deduce certain aspects of the

cellular metabolism—the cell is already “aware” of its metabolic state since

it is producing the metabolite in question. It does appear however that

certain aspects of the metabolic code could be subsumed by the signal-

transduction code (which is dealt with in the next section), particularly

those dealing with the communication of states such as glucose starvation
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(cAMP), amino acid shortages (ppGpp), or satiety or fear (hormones).

While it does appear to link two worlds, (metabolic state and biomolecule)

the question must be asked: what is the adaptor? What is the codemaker?

Concerning the metabolic code, this would be the scientist observing the

cellular system that is undergoing a particular form of stress-response. A

mind is necessary to interpret these molecular symbols. These two points: a

non-molecular agent and interpretation, disqualify the metabolic code from

being an organic code. In conclusion, the metabolic code appears to fall

into the category of a molecular fingerprint, not an organic code.

3.3 The signal transduction code

A logical step for a subject dealing with the nature of signs, meanings, and

codes would be to take a look at signal transduction. Signal transduction

provided the cell with the means to react to the external environment [9], it

was thus a ‘sensing’ mechanism, which allowed to the cell to respond to vari-

ous environmental stimuli; chemotaxis comes to mind as an example hereof.

In this process a micro-organism detects the concentration of metabolites in

its environment and move towards (nutrients) or away (toxins) from them.

Signal transduction involves the sensing of an extracellular stimulus by

a set of highly specialised receptor proteins that in turn translate this ex-

tracellular event into the production of an intracellular messenger molecule.

Most often the extracellular signal takes the form of a specific metabolite,

such as an ionic species (Ca2+, for example) or a small biomolecule or a hor-

mone; the exceptions are some neural cells where the extracellular signal

is an electrical impulse. Whether neural signals warrant their own code or

whether they can be incorporated into the signal transduction code proper
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is still a matter of some uncertainty. The difference between synaptic signal

transmission and signal transduction must be stressed; the transmission of

neural signals is a process of sequential changes in polarity as an electrical

signal is channelled along neurons. The transduction of this signal occurs

when it reaches a synapse and results in the release of specific neural trans-

mitters (acetylcholine for example) that cross the synaptic gap and in turn

are able to effect a de- or hyper-polarisation. Signal transduction therefore

involves the relay of a message by an intermediary in a form different to

that of the received message.

Each type of extracellular signal is recognised and bound by a specific

transmembrane receptor protein. These receptors are in turn bound to

specific proteins or protein complexes that are able to synthesise a specific

second messenger (where the initial extracellular signal is the first mes-

senger). In eukaryotic cells, these second messengers are any one of the

following four: diacylglycerol (DAG), inositol triphosphate (IP3), ionic cal-

cium (Ca2+), and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP).

The association between first and second messenger is entirely arbitrary

since there is no chemical necessity for a particular first messenger to specify

a particular second messenger. This association has become ‘locked-in’ over

the millennia.

Signal transduction makes a very clear case for an organic code. Two

worlds, first messengers that act as organic signs and second messengers

that act as biological meaning, are linked to one another by an adaptor

molecule—the transmembrane receptor protein.
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3.4 The sugar code

With the introduction of ‘information’ as a biological concept, certain groups

began to explore the possibility that information transfer outside of the ge-

netic code was possible. The sugar code presented such a possibility [51].

Post-translational protein modification undeniably expands the range of

functions of any protein [54] (this will be explored in depth in Chapter 4

in the context of the histone code). Protein glycosylation, the addition of

a carbohydrate molecule to a protein, and the recognition of these glycosy-

lated proteins by specific protein molecules, called lectins, forms the basis

of the sugar code [51–54].

Protein glycosylation is estimated to occur in >70% of proteins across

all organisms [51, 111] and easily outstrips the genetic code in terms of sheer

complexity, with over 1000 unique N -glycan structures already catalogued

by the CarbBank database [52]. The position of these glycan structures as

well as their length and modification status (e.g., O-acetylation, sulfation)

are able to confer new ‘meaning’ upon the glycans since the altered struc-

ture necessitates a different lectin to bind to it, which in turn results in

a function different to that specified by the prior modification status [51].

These qualities of glycans are all highly malleable and occur in a state of

high-turnover, hinting that the sugar code may be responsible for transient

metabolic regulation.

Glycoproteins assume a wide variety of functions such as cell-adhesion,

receptor-targeting, and growth control, each of which appears to be con-

trolled by a specific sugar/lectin pair, where the lectin appears to act as

both receptor and effector [51, 111].

The adaptors for the sugar code are therefore thought to be the lectins,

a class of proteins that possess no catalytic activity on carbohydrates [52].
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Further, lectins possess a high degree of selectivity for the various carbohy-

drates [54], making them ideal candidates for possible adaptor molecules.

Moreover, it appears that the sugar code can be altered experimentally

with the introduction of biomimetic glycoclusters, strengthening the suspi-

cion that lectins are able to act as molecular adaptors [111].

In conclusion it appears that the sugar code can be viewed as a potential

organic code; it contains the necessary two worlds as well as a possible

adaptor that is able to link these two worlds to one another. The sugar

code is an example where a world of biomolecules is linked to a world of

biological effects, rather than a different set of biomolecules.

3.5 The splicing code

A typical gene consists of various coding and non-coding elements, exons

and introns respectively. While exons are relatively short, 100 to 300 bp,

an intron can assume a length of up to 100 kpb. Were a cell to translate

all the introns and exons present in a gene it would be presented with a

cumbersome, and wasteful, task indeed. Splicing is the process whereby

introns and exons are separated from one another and the exons are in

turn the joined together in the order that they occur in DNA to form an

mRNA transcript. When the order in which exons are joined is shuffled

the process is called alternative splicing, which allows for the creation of

a much larger, diverse set of proteins than specified by genes alone. For

example, the Drosophila cell-surface protein, Dscam has, due to alternative

splicing, more than 38,000 isoforms [136]. In humans, 95% of multi-exon

genes are consistently spliced in a variety of ways depending on cell and

tissue type and mutations in the splicing mechanism accounts for some
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15–50% of genetic diseases [5].

Each intron contains 5′ and 3′ splicing sites, as well as a branch point

sequence, that are recognised several times during spliceosome assembly by

a variety of proteins: the U1 and U6 snRNPs (small nuclear ribonucleic par-

ticles) and SF1/mBBP and U2 snRNP respectively [174]. These sequence

features are present in each and every intron. However, the cell is then pre-

sented with another problem in the form of pseudo-exons, DNA sequences

that lie in between introns and possess similarity to exons, but translate

into nonsense. Indeed, the abundance of pseudo splice sites, which give rise

to pseudo exons, has the capacity to outnumber the real exons [42].

The splicing machinery is able to differentiate the real exons from the

pseudo exons; however, since real exons contain key sequence features that

define them, known as exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) and exonic splicing

silencers (ESSs) and their intronic counterparts (ISEs and ISSs) [49, 101,

123]. The splicing enhancers tend to recruit members of the SR protein

family whereas the splicing silencers recruit from the divers hnRNP class

of proteins [174].

The splicing code, therefore, would have to be an association between

‘real’ exons and a mature mRNA transcript. The adaptors of the splicing

code would therefore lie within those proteins that recognise, firstly, the 5′

and 3′ sites and, secondly, the ESSs, ESEs, ISSs, and ISEs. However, the

evidence, while not conclusive, suggests that the splicing code deserves more

attention at the very least. A further dimension of the splicing code is that

the mRNA transcripts vary in terms of their exon composition depending

on the cell or tissue type they originate from [5]. This hints that there may

be another code, one of tissue-dependent splicing that may be worth a look.
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3.6 The ubuiquitin code

Ubiquitin is a small protein of ca. 76 amino acid residues found in almost

all types of eukaryotic tissues, hence the name. One of the major post-

translational modifications involves the addition of a ubiquitin molecule

(ubiquitylation) to a protein, most commonly at a lysine residue. However,

ubiquitylation is not limited to the addition of a single ubiquitin molecule

or the formation of linear chains. Multimono-ubiquitylation and branched

or unbranched ubiquitin chains are all possible. Ubiquitylation involves the

ubiquitin-activating enzymes (E1s), ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes (E2s),

and the ubiquitin ligase enzymes (E3s), which ultimately catalyse the ad-

dition of a ubiquitin molecule to the target protein [83].

Ubiquitin has been implicated in a variety of functions, mainly pro-

tein degradation [64, 83] and its role has expanded considerably since its

discovery. Ubiquitylated proteins are intricately linked to processes such as

transcriptional regulation [74], cell-cycle control [177], and membrane trans-

port [65]. The appointment of each of these functions depends on the length

of the ubiquitin chain and the degree of branching that the ubiquitylation

forms [65, 83].

The execution of these functions is achieved by a variety of proteins,

but only a limited number of ubiquitin-binding motifs exist. These are

specialised protein structural domains that recognise and bind, with high

specificity, particular ubiquitylated proteins. Currently ca. 20 families of

ubiquitin-binding domains have been recognised[72], but that number is

sure to expand. These binding domains are usually bound to a particular

effector protein that is able to execute the function specified by the unique

ubiquitin tag; these two domains, binding and effector (or catalytic) are

separate from one another in terms of their position on a protein. This is
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exemplified by the histone deacetylase, HDAC6, where the ubiquitin bind-

ing domain, the zinc finger, is responsible for the recognition of a ubiquitin

‘tag’ on a protein (in this case a histone) and found at the C-terminus of the

protein, but is otherwise separate from the catalytic domain (the effector

protein/deacetylase), which is found toward the N-terminus [67, 71].

The ubiquitin system does appear to fit the criteria for an organic code;

two independent worlds (biomolecule and biological effect) that are linked

by an adaptor molecule, in this case any one of the various ubiquitin-binding

domains. Further evidence would be needed, in particular whether the

binding domains are interchangeable and thus whether one is able to ‘re-

write’ the ubiquitin code.

3.7 The compartment code

Eukaryotic cells, with all the various membranes and compartments they

possess, need a process that enables them to correctly assign each protein

to its compartment, be it the cell membrane, the nuclear membrane, the

mitochondria, etc. The cell is able to accomplish this in two stages. First,

after a protein has been synthesised, it may contain a leader or signal pep-

tide. These short amino acid sequences determine whether the protein is

destined for the endoplasmic reticulum or, if they are absent, the cytosol

[8]. Once the protein has reached the cytosol, its journey is at an end. If,

however, the protein has been sent to the endoplasmic reticulum, it then

enters the second stage. The endoplasmic reticulum packages the protein

into a vesicle that is to be sent to the Golgi apparatus. Once there, the

protein is, depending on the leader peptide, packaged into vesicles destined

either for intra- or extracellular transport, or, if a specific destination signal
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is absent, the default destination is the plasma membrane [8].

The system of cellular comparmentalisation is thus subject to codified

behaviour. The presence, nature of, as well as the absence of these peptide

signals are analogous to organic signs in that they specify, without a de-

terministic link, the cellular location of a protein. This location is in turn

analogous to the biological meaning of an organic code. Lastly, no organic

code would be one without an adaptor molecule. In this case I believe that

it may exist in two stages, firstly a recognition site on the endoplasmic retic-

ulum that is able to ferry the nascent protein on its way (should it contain

a leader peptide). Secondly, a recognition site on the Golgi apparatus that

is able to bind the leader peptide and then shuffle the protein toward the

intra or extracellular environments it is destined for.

3.8 The regulatory code

An allosteric molecule is a small bio-molecule that is able to regulate the

activity of a protein by enhancing or diminishing the affinity of the protein

for its substrate or the activity (kcat) of the enzyme [61]. It achieves this by

binding to a specialised ‘allosteric’ site on a protein. Allosteric modulation

is different to ‘classical’ reversible enzyme regulation since the allosteric

molecule does not, unlike traditional agonists or antagonists, bind to the

active site of a protein [140]. In fact, the allosteric site and active site of

such a protein are suitably spatially separated from one another for us to

assume them to be independent [179]. Further, there is no apparent need for

an allosteric modulator to be chemically similar to the endogenous ligand

of a protein in order to affect the function of said protein [88]. Allosteric

regulation is also subject to cooperativity: subsequent binding of the same
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modulator to other subunits of the multimeric enzyme serves to reinforce

the effect brought on by the initial binding of a specific modulator [40].

Allosteric regulation is present a variety of proteins, such as the GPCRs

(G-protein coupled receptors) or the 7TM (7-helix transmembrane protein)

or hemoglobin [22, 103, 140]. The most common consequence following the

binding of an allosteric modulator is a conformational change in the protein,

but this is not always the case. Recently there has been a shift away from the

dogmatic view of allosteric regulation, namely the structural view, in favour

of allosteric communication based on thermodynamic fluctuations [164].

For example, the enzyme DHDPS (dihydrodipicolinate synthase), which is

inhibited by lysine (the end-product of the pathway DHDPS is the first step

of), shows no conformational change (at least none that is detectable) upon

the binding of lysine [88]. This suggests that conformational changes alone

do not account for the full story of allosteric regulation.

Another factor that supports the concept of a regulatory code is the

mutability of the code. Allosteric sites can be engineered to recognise spe-

cific modulators that are not endogenous to a protein without significant

disruption of biochemical activity [91, 179]. Thus one is able to re-write the

regulatory code, indicating that the association between allosteric modula-

tor and biological effect is arbitrary in nature.

The regulatory code would therefore explore the possibility that allosteric

modulation is part of a two-world system: allosteric modulator and biolog-

ical effect, linked by an adaptor molecule, in this case a specific recognition

site on a dynamic protein (an effector protein). The state of the field is

such that, to date, no thought has been given to a regulatory code. How-

ever, I do believe that the evidence warrants a closer look at the specifics of

allosteric regulation in order to solidify, or debunk, its status as an organic
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code.

3.9 The Hox code

Hox genes are those responsible for the correct patterning and segmentation

of metazoan cells during cellular differentiation. Incorrect translation of the

Hox genes results in fatal pheonotypes.

The idea that within the expression of the Hox genes lies a code was de-

veloped by Hunt et al. [68, 69] during their investigation of the development

of the vertebrate head. The definition of ‘code’ by Hunt et al. [69] and Ryan

et al. [134] as the patterns of combinatorial gene expression rather than a

mapping between two independent worlds with an adaptor linking them is

nevertheless incorrect.

Although the Hox genes are sensitive to certain signals such as retinoic

acid [99], this can be explained by the function of other codes, such as the

signal transduction code or the histone code.

It appears that most of the current aspects of the Hox code can be ex-

plained by the presence of other codes. For example the proper translation

of the Hox genes is the domain of the genetic code, whereas the correct

spatio-temporal distribution of gene product as well as the timing of gene

translation or repression is explained by the histone code, while the sen-

sitivity to environmental disturbances or chemicals is under the purview

of the signal transduction code. However, the possibility does exist that a

‘meta-code’ does exist which allows for the proper synchronisation of the

above-mentioned codes, but this is pure speculation for now. In summation,

as they stand currently, the precepts of the Hox code are insufficient in or-

der for it to qualify as an independent organic code as the crucial element,
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a unique adaptor molecule, is missing.
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Chapter 4

The histone code

One of the major aims of code biology, besides that of discovering and

elucidating new biological codes, is to examine all previously proposed bi-

ological codes in the light of Barbieri’s framework in order to test whether

they truly are organic codes. In order to do this for the histone code, I first

provide a detailed overview of the complexities of the post-translational

modifications of histones, the subsequent recognition of these modifications

by specialised protein domains, and the resulting biological effects. This

then makes it possible to tackle the objective of testing the histone code

against the criteria that characterise a true organic code. In order for this to

be accomplished, it implies that I will be able to identify certain elements

of the histone regulatory system as organic signs, organic meanings, and

adaptor molecules.
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H2A H2B

H4 H3

H1

Figure 4.1: The structure of a nucleosome.

4.1 What are histones and the ‘histone

code’?

Histones are small, basic proteins that complex together to form a core

particle around which DNA wraps to form a nucleosome [128]. This core

particle consist of two molecules each of four histone types: H2A, H2B, H3,

H4 that associate in two H2A-H2B dimers and one H3-H4-H3-H4 tetramer

to form an octamer [178]. A ca. 146bp length of DNA, called the core DNA,

wraps around this bead of histones in roughly 1.75 turns [128]. Nucleosomes

are linked by stretches of DNA called linker DNA. For each nucleosome,

a fifth histone type, the linker histone H1, binds to both incoming and

outgoing linker DNA and joins nucleosomes to one another in strings of

several thousand nucleosomes (see Figure 4.1. These long, 11nm thick fibres,

called chromatin, are subject to super-helical winding and torsional forces

that arrange them from 11nm to a 30nm thick and ultimately a 600nm

thick fibre, called the chromosome.
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Jutting out from the core particle, and into solution, are the N-terminal

tails of the histones, which are rich in basic amino acids such as lysine and

arginine. These residues are often subjected to post-translational modifica-

tions (PTMs) through the addition of small organic molecules [84, 178]. The

PTMs identified so far are acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiq-

uitylation, SUMOylation and ADP-ribosylation [17]. These PTMs provide

‘marks’ that in turn are recognised by and bind to specialised protein do-

mains that locally alter the chromatin structure, causing specific effects such

as transcriptional activation or repression [37, 76]. It is this modification-

recognition-effect system, which Strahl and Allis [156] dubbed the ‘histone

code’, that will be described in detail in the next section.

4.2 The function of post-translational

histone modifications

Histones play a crucial role in the development of eukaryotic life. In con-

trast, prokaryotes, with the exception of the Archaea, have no histones. In

Archaea, histones are thought to have a purely structural function since they

are involved in the condensation of DNA, but do not possess the various

sites for post-translational modification that eukaryotic histones contain.

Thus, while the histones of the Archaea maintain genomic integrity, they

do not regulate the expression of specific genes as the eukaryotic histones

are able to do [122].

What do histone PTMs allow eukaryotes to do that prokaryotes can-

not? They constitute a type of epigenetic memory [94] that enables new

cells to “remember” what their predecessors were and develop accordingly.

This memory also allows certain cells to remember specific previous states.
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For example, neural cells have an epigenetic memory mechanism coded into

the histones that allows them to generate action potentials faster the more

they are used; this in turn has a further effect on the histone/chromatin

structure, strengthening this memory, and making it even easier to gen-

erate subsequent action potentials [94]. The modification of histones and

the resulting effects are also responsible for the spatio-temporal regulation

of genetic activity during cell differentiation and development. In higher

eukaryotes, for example, the Hox genes, which are responsible for proper

embryonic segmentation and development, are regulated through histone

modifications [171, 183]. Regulation through the histone code extends to

virtually every gene and is absolutely crucial to the normal functioning of

an organism.

Histone PTMs have been of particular importance in recent advances in

stem cell research. Without the proper epigenetic programming provided by

histone PTMs (in terms of timing, localisation and specificity), the project

of inducing stem cells to differentiate into the desired tissue type would be

impossible to realise. Those research groups that have realised this are now

making the necessary effort to understand and harness the histone PTMs

[57].

4.3 The histone post-translational

modification zoo

What follows is a discussion of the major histone modifications through

acetylation, methylation and ubiquitylation. The list of modifications is

not exhaustive; I chose those modifications for which there is enough infor-

mation about their recognition and effects to enable us to judge them as
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possible elements of an organic code. For most modifications by phospho-

rylation, SUMOylation and ADP-ribosylation the required information is

to our knowledge not yet available. These modifications and their positions

are summarised in Fig. 4.2).

A

M M A A

A R T K Q T A R K S T G G K A P R K

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

A M M

Q L A T K A A E K S A P A T G G V K

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

M

K D F K T D L

37 . . . 77 78 79 80 81 82

A A A

S G R G K G G K G L G K G G A K R H

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

M

R K V L R D

19 20 21 22 23 24

U

A V L L P K K T E S H H

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124

U U

K V T K Y T S S K

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128

Figure 4.2: Major sites of post-translational modifications of histones H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4. Symbols: A denotes acetylation, M methylation and U
ubiquitylation. Sites on the polypeptide chains are numbered and identified
with the one-letter abbreviations of their amino acids.

Histone post-translational modifications are highly conserved across all

eukaryotic life, from S. cerevisiae to H. sapiens [96]. The best-studied post-
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translational modifications are the histone acetylations at lysine residues

[175]. Originally it was thought that the decrease in positive charge brought

about by the acetylation of lysine residues in histones would affect the elec-

trochemical association between histones and DNA, and that this would

result in the variety of biological effects so far observed [24, 142]. While

partly true, we now know that this is not the entire picture. Several more re-

cent discoveries have cast reasonable doubt on this hypothesis [1, 124]. The

discovery of modifications through methylation, ubiquitylation and phos-

phorylation, none of which introduce a change in charge, provided suffi-

cient evidence that if there is an effect on the electrical charge of histones,

it would be ancillary to the main event [124].

In what follows the nomenclature convention HxKy is used, where x

identifies the histone in question, and y the lysine position (K is the one-

letter abbreviation for the amino acid lysine, the three-letter abbrevia-

tion is Lys). Acetylation, methylation, and ubiquitylation are indicated

by HxKyac, HxKymet, and HxKyq respectively.

Acetylation

First identified almost 50 years ago by Allfrey et al. [2], histone acetyla-

tions by the histone acetyltransferases (HATs) have become the best char-

acterised of histone PTMs [166]. Of the histones, H3 and H4 are most often

acetylated, with lysine residues being the common target Rice and Allis

[131]. Currently it seems that only lysine residues in histones are acetylated

[85]. These acetylated histones are mostly associated with the activation

of transcription [162]. The acetylation of histones is reversible through the

action of histone deacetylases (HDACs) [28], which keeps them in a state

of high turnover. Furthermore, it seems that the functions associated with
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acetylated histones (mostly restricted to transcriptional activation) are less

diverse than those associated with methylated histones. Table 4.1 sum-

marises the major histone acetylations, which are discussed in detail in the

following.

Table 4.1: The major histone acetylations and ubiquitylations, the binding
domains that specifically recognise them, and their corresponding cellular
effects.

Modification Binding do-
main

Biological effect References

H3K9ac bromodomain Transcriptional initiation [1]
H3K14ac bromodomain Transcriptional initiation [126]
H4K5ac bromodomain Transcriptional initiation in

embryonic genes
[31, 133]

H4K8ac bromodomain Transcriptional initiation
and chromatin remodelling

[1]

H4K16ac bromodomain Transcriptional initiation
(prevents the binding of the
ISWI and Sir3 transcrip-
tional silencers)

[56, 86, 87]

H2BK120ac bromodomain Provides a binding site for
an E3 ubiquitin ligase to
ubiquitylate H2AK119

[55]

H2Bk120q Cps35 Methylation of H3K79,
transcriptional activation,
transcriptional repression

[75, 118,
181]

H2BK119q unkown
domain

Transcriptional repression [172]

H3K9: Acetylation of H3K9 to H3K9ac is associated with the initiation

and elongation phases of transcription [1, 126, 175]. This mark acts oppo-

sitely to methylation of the Lys9 residue, which codes for transcriptional

repression. Strašák et al. [157] have shown that H3K9ac is also important

for nuclear reorganisation of the chromatin, since the inhibition of HDACs
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caused a spike in acetylation and prevented the binding of heterochromatin

protein 1 (HP1) to H3K9met. The Gcn5 HAT enzyme binds to H3K9 prior

to initiation of transcription and there is a subsequent peak in acetylated

histones associated with the transcriptional start site of active genes [126].

H3K14: Like H3K9ac, H3K14ac is associated with the initiation of tran-

scription and is similarly tied to Gcn5 recruitment at the transcriptional

start sites of various genes [126]. This mark also correlates with an increase

in transcription rates.

H3K18: Of all the histones tested by Kurdistani et al. [87], acetylation of

H3K18 increased transcriptional activity to the highest degree. Acetylation

of H3K18 seems to prevent that of H4K16 and vice versa, although by which

mechanism is not known.

H3K23: H3K23ac is acetylated at Lys23 and with, no methyl group at

Lys36, binds to TRIM24, a chromatin and estrogen response modulator.

These two sites are recognised by the two binding domains of the PHD-

bromo cassette on TRIM24 [165] (the plant-homeo finger and bromo do-

mains of proteins that bind to histones will be discussed in a later section).

This TRIM24-H3K23ac complex is associated with the up-regulation of

estrogen-related genes associated with cell-proliferation and tumorigenesis.

Aberrant TRIM24 expression (and the resulting disruption in H3K23ac

patterns) have adverse consequences on breast cancer survival rate [165].

Dimethylated and trimethylated H3K4met are other marks that counter

activation by H3K23ac by preventing the binding of TRIM24 and thus sup-

pressing activation of transcription [127, 165].
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H4K5: H4K5ac plays a crucial role in the earliest stages of embryonic

development [31, 146] and is, like most other acetylated histones, strongly

correlated with transcriptional activation [60, 133].

H4K8: H4K8ac is associated with SWI/SNF recruitment, which in turn

is responsible for ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling [1].

H4K16: Unlike other acetylated histones, the absence as well as the pres-

ence of an acetylated Lys16 on H4K16 has a function. Like most acetylated

histones, H4K16ac is linked to the up-regulation of transcription [56, 156].

However, removing the acetyl group from H4K16ac allows for the interac-

tion of the Sir3 transcription-silencing protein with H4 [86]. Similarly the

ISWI protein, which is part of a nucleosome-remodelling complex associated

with silent chromatin, interacts with de-acetylated H4K16 [87]. Further, as

mentioned before, it appears that there is an antagonistic relationship be-

tween H4K16ac and H3K18ac in that an increase in H4K16ac decreases

H3K18ac and vice versa [87]. The precise reason and mechanism for this is

not yet known.

H4K16ac also engages in extensive cross-talk with the transcription-

ally repressive mark, H3K36met2/3. The latter recruits an H4K16-specific

deacetylase which abolishes the transcriptional activation of H4K16ac [21].

H2BK120: Acetylation of H2BK120 is closely related to its ubiquityla-

tion [55]. The addition of ubiquitin to H2BK120 needs the presence of an

acetyl group at Lys120 since the inhibition of KAT3A/B, the acetylase

that acetylates Lys120, by siRNA prevents ubiquitylation of H2BK120.

However, these two marks are inversely correlated in that an increase in

H2BK120q is accompanied by a decrease in H2BK120ac. Preliminary ev-
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idence suggests that the acetylation of H2BK120 acts as a ‘hot’ switch,

essentially keeping the position primed for ubiquitylation by an E3-ligase.

Methylation

Methylated histones were originally and exclusively associated with tran-

scriptional repression [28]. However, since the discovery of histone demethy-

lases (HDMTs), their role in regulation has been found to be more diverse

than previously thought [131, 159]. This discovery laid to rest the hypoth-

esis that histone methylation is a permanent mark and therefore ‘locks’

the chromatin in its heterochromatin state. Histone methylation also cast

doubt on the idea that the variety of structural and genetic activity that

was found in chromatin was due to changes in charge-charge interactions

since methylations do not alter the ionic properties of a histone [124]. How-

ever it is possible that steric hindrance or interactions may still play a role

in the biological effects associated with the methylation of a histone. In

the following the various functions of methylated histones that have been

discovered to date (see Table 4.2) are discussed.

H3K4: Methylated H3K4 is associated with two different functions, de-

pending on the type of protein domain that it binds to. Originally thought

to facilitate mostly transcriptional activation and elongation [148], evidence

also exists that H3K4met can cause transcriptional repression [147]. Tran-

scriptional elongation is mediated by the chromodomains of transcriptional

activator Chd1 that recognise di or tri-methylated H3K4met2/3 [127, 148]

(chromodomains as adaptors will be discussed in a later section). In addi-

tion to possessing two chromodomains, Chd1 also contains a DNA-binding

domain and a helicase domain [149]. When bound to H3K4met2/3 via its
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Table 4.2: The major histone methylations, the binding domains that specif-
ically recognise them, and their corresponding cellular effects.

Modification Binding do-
main

Biological effect References

H3K4met various DNA repair [82]
H3K4met2/3 chromodomain Transcriptional initiation [127, 148]
H3K4met3 PHD Finger Transcriptional repression [147]
H3K9met2/3 chromodomain DNA methylation and tran-

scriptional repression
[26, 152]

H3K27met3 chromodomain Transcriptional repression,
H2BK119 ubiquitylation,
and H3K27 transmethyla-
tion

[98, 100,
159]

H3K36met3 chromodomain Transcriptional initiation [181]
H3K36met2 chromodomain Histone deacetylation [29, 92]
H3K79met2/3 tudor Transcriptional initiation

and DNA repair
[75, 113]

H4K20met2 tudor DNA repair [25]

chromodomain, Chd1 associates with various transcription elongation fac-

tors (Spt5, Pob3, Rtf1) [104, 149]. Evidence also suggests that in higher

eukaryotes Chd1 is also responsible for transcriptional regulation and ter-

mination [104]. Schneider et al. [137] have discovered that the presence of

H3K4met decreases toward the 3′ end of genes, suggesting that the absence

of this modification provides a signal for the termination of transcription.

On the other hand, proteins that bind to H3K4met3 via a PHD finger

usually cause active repression of genes [147]. However, even this role is not

as clear-cut as it seems, as there are several instances where the PHD finger

is part of a protein that is involved in the activation of gene transcription

[148]. Here is a clear case of the flexibility often encountered in regulatory

mechanisms. Not only is H3K4met associated with activation and repres-

sion of transcription, but also with activities such as DNA repair, chromatin

remodelling, and sporulation [82, 132]. Even the unmethylated H3K4 has a
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known function: binding to the PHD domain of the autoimmune regulator

(AIRE) resulting in chromatin remodelling and active transcription [116].

In Drosophila, trimethylated H3K4met3 prevents binding of H3K27met3 to

polycomb group (PcG) proteins and, therefore, repression of transcription

caused by PcG proteins [141].

H3K9: To date, di- and tri-methylated H3K9 has been associated pre-

dominantly with transcriptional repression [152, 167]. This is due to H3K9met3

acting as a ‘beacon’ to which several DNA-methylases (DNMTs) are re-

cruited [26]. It appears that repression is due to a cooperation between

HP1, the protein that recognises the H3K9met3 mark, and the various DN-

MTs (1, 3a, 3b) [151].

Vakoc et al. [168], however, reported that H3K9met2/3 can also be asso-

ciated with active transcription. It appears that H3K9met2/3 seems to sta-

bilise the open reading frame to permit transcriptional elongation to occur,

rather than being associated with the initiation of transcription. Certain

genes show increases in H3K9met3 and H3K4met3 levels upon initiation

of transcription, but, despite this apparent correlation, the evidence that

suggests that these methyl marks interact with one another is weak [168].

H3K27: H3K27 is methylated by the SET-containing E(Z) (EZH2 in hu-

mans) proteins which form part of the Polycomb group (PcG) of proteins

[100]. H3K27met3 is read by the Polycomb repressor-complex 1 (PRC1),

which contains a chromodomain. H3K27met3 is mainly associated with

the repression of transcription, X chromosome inactivation and genomic

imprinting [100]. Furthermore, it appears that H3K27met is an important

signal for the localisation of a PRC1-like E3 ligase that ubiquitylates his-

tone 2A at Lys119 since, in the absence of E(Z), H2AK119 ubiquitylation
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does not occur [100]. However while they are related, the methyl mark is

not dependent on the ubiquitin mark, indicating that H2AK119q depends

on H3K27met3, and not vice-versa [172].

So far, H3K27met3 has been linked only to transcriptional repression

[159], which is due to the interactions between H3K27met3 and various

regulatory complexes, and not to alteration of the nucleosomal architecture

[150]. This holds for mono-, di-, and tri-methyl marks [100]. It was first

thought that these methyl marks cause permanent repression, but the recent

discovery of a H3K27-specific demethylase undermines this idea [39].

Another interesting feature of H3K27met3 is that it is a self-perpetuating

mark [98] like H3K9. H3K27me3 recruits a histone methyltransferase (HMT)

to monomethylated H3K27me2 to its trimethyl form. Of the three types

of methyl marks, dimethylated H3K27me2 is the most abundant, being

present in roughly 50% of nucleosomes [98, 141]. While H3K27met2 itself is

of limited importance in gene repression, evidence suggests that it may not

only act as an inactive precursor of H3K27met3, but also prevents methy-

lated H3K27 from being acetylated to H3K27ac[98], a mark associated with

active transcription and antagonistic to H3K27met3 [36].

H3K36: H3K36met prevents the methylation of H3K27 and is commonly

associated with the activation of transcription. Experimental evidence

shows that the repressive mark H3K27met3 rarely co-exists with the ac-

tivating H3K36met2/3 in the same histone [181]. This study also showed

that histones rarely, if ever, exist without one of these modifications, and

that nucleosomes therefore do not exist in a ‘blank’ state. It also showed

that although a pre-existing H3K36-methyl mark does inhibit the methy-

lation of H3K27 by PRC1, the reverse is not true. This indicates that the
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unmethylated H3K36 position could play a role in the binding of PRC1

or, alternatively, that the methylated H3K36 somehow prevents the bind-

ing of PRC1. The exact mechanism is not known, but it is clear that the

Lys36 position in H3 is important since a mutation of this lysine to alanine

decreases PRC1 activity considerably [181].

The Eaf3 protein subunit of the deacetylase Rpd3 contains a chromod-

omain essential to the recognition of H3K36met2 by Rpd3. The absence of

this subunit or its chromodomain has been shown to leave histone acetyla-

tion levels unchanged [92]. Interestingly, Carrozza et al. [29] have identified

the H3K36me2 mark in actively transcribed regions of the genome and it

has been positively associated with transcription elongation. However, the

deacetylation that results from the binding of Rpd3 is linked to transcrip-

tional repression [92].This mark has also been strongly associated with the

recruitment of a HDAC to H4K16ac during active transcription [21] effec-

tively inducing transcriptional silencing. This suggests an intricate web of

cross-talk and inter-regulation between the various histone modifications.

A possible function of this deacetylation is to prevent spurious transcription

from being initiated [92] or to regulate the length of the open reading frame

in order to allow alternate transcripts to be produced or simply to signal

the end of transcription, allowing the euchromatic area to condense to its

heterochromatin state again.

H3K79: Methylated H3K79 is associated mostly with transcriptional ac-

tivation, however it has also been found to occasionally result in transcrip-

tional repression [154, 158]. The most interesting aspect of H3K79 is the

extensive crosstalk with H2BK120q [75]. H2BK120q has been shown to

recruit the Dot1 methylase, which is responsible for more than 90% of the
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H3K79 methylations [75, 105, 108]. Khan and Hampsey [80] have shown

that it is indeed H3K79met that is associated with transcriptional acti-

vation, since the replacement of Lys79, or the deletion of the dot1 gene,

both result in the silencing of a particular genic region. The methylated

Lys79 seems to be particularly enriched on the histone variant H3.3, which

is prevalent in actively transcribed regions of the genome, but there is no

clear understanding as to why this is so [106].

H4K20: Unlike the previously mentioned histone methylations, the methy-

lation of H4K20 is possesses a single function only; trimethylated H4K20 is

associated with transcriptional repression [138].

Ubiquitylation

Ubiquitylation of histones involves the addition of ubiquitin, a highly con-

served, 76 amino acid protein molecule, to the lysine residues in a histone. It

was the ubiquitylation of H2A that first heralded the discovery of ubiquitin

and the modification of histones [118, 135]. Unfortunately the importance

of both discoveries has been underestimated for some time. Unlike acety-

lated or methylated histones, the two instances of histone ubiquitylation

which have been studied in some detail (see Table 4.1) seem to be recog-

nised by structurally unrelated binding domains, although this is not yet

certain. Ubiquitin is ubiquitous (hence the name) and diverse enough in

function to perhaps warrant the investigation of a code of its own [83]. Orig-

inally it was proposed that histone-ubiquitylation affected transcription via

three possible mechanisms: firstly ubiquitin itself, due to its relatively large

size, directly affected the chromatin structure and histone/DNA affinity,

secondly that ubiquitin acted as a beacon for the recruitment of various
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regulatory proteins, and thirdly that ubiquitin affected transcription by

directly influencing the other histone modifications [182]. Currently the

evidence seems to favour the third option, however the first two have not

been entirely ruled out.

H2AK119: In most most eukaryotes, the ubiquitylated H2AK119 (H2AK119q)

is present in 5–15 % of histones [38]. H2AK119q is overwhelmingly associ-

ated with transcriptional repression, either directly or through the indirect

mechanism mentioned earlier that involves the recruitment of ubiquitin to

transcriptionally silent chromatin (such as a Barr body) that has already

been marked by H3K27met3 [38, 172]. Ubiquitin is ligated to H2A by

the PRC1-like proteins Ring1A and Ring1B, both of which are crucial for

forming and maintaining the H2AK119q mark [38]. These PRC1-like pro-

teins contain a chromodomain that specifically reads the H3K27met3 mark,

directly implicating it in the ubiquitylation of H2AK119 [100]. However,

Tavares et al. [160] have recently shown that while H3K27met3 does code

for H2AK119q, it is not essential since PRC2-null mutants, which abolish

H3K27met3 entirely, show near normal levels of H2AK119q. The precise

mechanism by which H2AK119q is able to facilitate the repression of trans-

mission is not yet known.

H2BK120: H2B is ubiquitylated in higher eukaryotes at Lys120 and in

lower eukaryotes at Lys123. Both H2BK120q and H2BK123q have been

shown to directly influence the methylation of H3K79 by the Dot1 methy-

lase [75, 105] and the methylation of H3K4 by COMPASS, a Set1 methyl-

transferase [89, 118]. Both H3K79met and H3K4met are associated with

transcriptional regulation, however the majority of H2BK120q-mediated

methylation is responsible for transcriptional activation. It is interesting
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that the presence of H2BK120q does not affect the methylation of H3K36,

which is also linked to active transcription [181]. It also seems that H2K123q

is not essential for the monomethylation of histones, since in the absence of

H2BK123q, Dot1 and COMPASS still monomethylate H3K4 and H3K79,

however what is impeded is their ability to di and trimethylated these posi-

tions in the presence of a pre-existing monomethyl mark [143]. Osley [118]

has shown that H2BK120q/H2BK123q can also function as a transcription-

repressing mark, although the precise mechanism for this is unknown. It is

thought that, as with transcriptional activation, this is due to the effect that

ubiquitylated histones have on the other histone modifications [43, 182].

4.4 Binding domains: The adaptors of the

histone code

Acetyl-recognising domains

Currently, the only protein domain known to be capable of recognising

acetyl-lysines is the bromodomain [110]. For each acetylated Lys in a par-

ticular histone there is a specific bromodomain. Within their ca. 110 amino

acid structure, bromodomains contain a conserved hydrophobic pocket of

aromatic amino acids that specifically recognises a specific acetyl-lysine

[110, 119]. Studies have shown that if one or more of the critical residues in

this pocket are mutated, the bromodomain loses its ability to recognise a

specific acetyl-lysine [109]. This shows that the bromodomain is absolutely

essential for the recognition of acetyl-lysines and that this structural domain

fulfils one of criteria for being an adaptor in the histone code, recognising

the sign posed by a specific acetyl-lysine.
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Methyl-recognising domains

Unlike acetylated histones, the methylated histones recognised, depending

on their location and degree of methylation, by a much greater variety of

protein domains, such as the Royal family of protein domains [102]. The

most common of these are the chromodomains, Tudor, plant-Agenet, MBT

and PHD finger domains, as well as several smaller domains, such as PWWP

and JMJ [30, 81, 107]. Each of these domains discriminate according to

the degree of methylation, the position of the lysine and frequently even

according to the surrounding residues, although there is evidence that sug-

gests that the latter serve only to strengthen binding: the crucial element

remains the modified residue [85].

Evidence is emerging which suggests that the chromodomains can be

experimentally exchanged between proteins [47]. In this study the chro-

modomains of the protein Polycomb (Pc) and of HP1 were interchanged,

giving PcHP1 and HP1Pc respectively. As a result, PcHP1 recognised the

original target of HP1 and HP1Pc recognised that of Pc (H3K27met and

H3K9met respectively).

This suggests that although these domains give each protein a specific

identity in terms of being able to recognise a specific modification, they

are not ‘locked’ to a protein. If these findings can be confirmed, and even

expanded to include inter-domain exchanges, they would further cement

the claim that a protein domain acts as the molecular adaptor for the

histone code. We can however say with confidence that those domains

involved in the recognition of methyl-lysines are molecular adaptors for the

histone code. They ably recognise the methyl-lysines as organic signs and

subsequently translate them into their corresponding biological effect.
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Ubiquitin-recognising domains

While the number of domains that interact with ubiquitin is large, very

few have been found in proteins that specifically interact with histone-

bound ubiquitin. One of these is the zinc-finger (ZnF), ubiquitin-specific

processing protease (UBP) which is found in the HDAC6 deacetylase [71,

72].

Unfortunately it seems that, currently, no ubiquitin-binding domain

has been identified on the Dot1 or COMPASS methylases which bind to

H2BK120q. However if one is to be found, it is likely to be found on Cps35

which binds to H2BK120q and then recruits the COMPASS methylase [93].

The domain responsible for the binding of Dot1 to ubiquitin is to the best

of our knowledge not known.

4.5 How does it all fit together? Is the

histone code an organic code?

As discussed earlier, for the histone modification system to act as an or-

ganic code we need to demonstrate that not only does it consist of two

independent worlds, here that of histone modifications (which would act as

organic signs) and their biological effects (the meaning of the signs), but

that there are chemical molecules, called adaptors, that recognise the signs

with absolute specificity and translate them into their meanings. Further-

more, it must be possible in principle (and, preferably, by experiment) to

alter the rules of the code, i.e., the relationships between organic signs and

their meanings, by interchanging those parts of the adaptor molecules that

recognise the signs.
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From the above discussion of histone post-translational modifications

it is clear that each of these modifications is linked to a highly specific

biological effect; to our knowledge there are no instances where a particular

PTM in a particular organism results in more than one biological effect.

These relationships can therefore be regarded as a set of rules between

the independent worlds of PTMs (the organic signs) and biological effects

(biological meanings). In order for this set of rules to be regarded as code,

it is, however, necessary to establish that are molecules that act as the

adaptors that translate signs into their meanings. From the details of the

histone PTMs it is clear that the role of adaptors is played by the effector

proteins that consist of a binding domain that specifically recognises the

PTM and a domain that acts as a mediator of biological effect associated

with that PTM, albeit transcriptional regulation, structural remodelling of

chromation, or even a post-translational modification of another histone.

As explained previously, the relationship between an organic sign and

its meaning in an organic code must be arbitrary in the sense that it is

not determined by the laws of chemistry or physics (although completely

compatible with these laws), but rather has the nature of a convention

that arose naturally through evolution. The relationship between a histone

PTM and its biological effect fulfils this criterion. The recognition of a

specific histone PTM by its corresponding binding domain is analogous to

the interaction of a codon on mRNA with its corresponding anticodon on

an tRNA. Without the binding domain being part of the effector protein,

the effect specified by a certain PTM will not come to be. For example, the

mammalian Brd4 protein, a protein involved in transcriptional regulation,

contains two bromodomains, and the deletion of even one of these bromod-

omains abolishes the interaction of Brd4 with acetylated histones [41] and
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prevents the biological effect of Brd4. In another study, Flanagan et al. [48]

showed that the mutation of tryptophan 64 or 67 in the active site of one of

the two chromodomains of a CHD1 protein significantly reduced the ability

of this protein to bind H3Kmet4.

That the histone code exhibits the required arbitrariness of an organic

code has been proven by experimentally altering the coding scheme. As

previously mentioned, Fischle et al. [47] replaced the binding domain of one

effector protein with that of a different effector protein; the modified effector

protein now had the binding specificity of the other one. More specifically,

they interchanged the chromodomain of the polycomb (PC) protein with

the chromodomain of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1). The hybrid HP1PC

now only recognised the H3K27met mark, the target of PC, instead of the

original H3K9met. Similarly, the hybrid PCHP1 now recognised H3K9met

instead of H3K27met.

An example of the histone code in action is provided by the TAFII250

(transcription initiation factor TFIID 250 kDa subunit) protein that orches-

trates transcriptional activation. TAFII250 achieves this by binding to the

promoter of a gene, thus acting as a scaffold for the assembly of the tran-

scription complex, and positioning RNA polymerase correctly. The primary

targets for TAFII250 were shown to lie on either H4 (at the lysine residues

K5, K8, K12, and K16) or on H3 (the lysine pair K9 and K14) [37, 73], with

the latter pair being the more prominent. Functionally TAFII250 appears

to be incredibly diverse, from histone acetylation or ubiquitylation, to phos-

phorylation of other transcription factors [115, 125, 176]. The underlying

theme however, is that in all cases TAFII250 is responsible for the initiation

and progression of transcription.

A typical day in the life of TAFII250 begins as follows:
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1. H3K9 and H3K14 become acetylated. These newly acetylated residues

exist without function until they are bound by TAFII250. Usually,

H3K9 and H3K14 become acetylated in response to an environmental

stimulus (such as a viral infection [1]) that resulted in the recruitment

of a histone acetyltransferase such as Gcn5.

2. TAFII250 binds via both of its bromodomains to H3K9ac and H3K14ac.

The bromodomains specifically and discriminately recognise and bind

to these acetylated lysines.

3. Once bound, TAFII250 either acetylates upstream histones, ubiqui-

tylates histone H1, or phosphorylates TFIIF, which in turn promotes

transcription.

Figure 4.3, depicts how the double bromodomains, in the absence of

the requisite acetyllysines, are unable to bind to H3. Only once H3K9 and

H3K14 have been acetylated is TAFII250 able to bind H3 and perform its

function(s).

In other words, we have the creation of an organic sign, the binding of

an adaptor molecule, and the translation of that organic sign into biological

meaning.

Transplanting the double bromodomains of TAFII250 onto another pro-

tein, Brd2, confers the binding specificity of TAFII250 onto this protein [79],

indicating that the double bromodomains are the molecular adaptors in this

case, as they confer their binding specificity to other proteins regardless of

the original target of those proteins.

The biological meaning of the H3K9 and H3K14 signs, here transcrip-

tion initiation, would not have come about if a) H3K9 and H3K14 had not

been acetylated [1], or b) if the TAFII250 protein were made non-functional
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TAFII250
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Figure 4.3: A: In the absence of acetyl groups on lysine 9 and 14 on histone
3, the double bromodomains of TAFII250 are unable to bind to H3K9 and
H3K14 and as a result, TAFII250 does not phosphorylate TAFIIF, which in
turn does not lead to transcriptional initiation. B: once H3K9 and H3K14
have been acetylated (red circles), the double bromodomains are now able
to recognise and bind the H3K9ac and H3K14ac, which allows TAFII250
to phosphorylate TAFIIF and thus permit transcription to proceed.

by either silencing the TAF1 gene or removing either one of the bromod-

omains [62]. This emphasises that both the post-translational modifications

(organic sign) and the bromodomains (adaptor molecules) are necessary for

transcription initiation (biological meaning).

These considerations show that the histone code fulfils all the criteria for

an organic code. Although we probably do not yet know the complete his-

tone code, we have, as argued in this paper, more than enough information

to be able to recognise the histone code as a bona fide organic code.

Whereas the genetic code, which after its discovery came as a “bolt from

the blue”, was quickly surrounded by a “protective belt” that emptied it

from all its revolutionary potential [11], we hope that we have ensured with

this paper that the histone code does not suffer the same fate.
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4.6 Criticisms of the histone code model

Recently, the histone code hypothesis has been criticised by Liu et al. [95]

and Rando [129].

The study by Rando [129] makes the argument that the loss of certain

residues (in terms of a K → A mutation) differs little from a similar muta-

tion at another residue. For example, it is asserted that the loss of H3K9

acetylation is similar to the loss of H3K18 acetylation. The histone code

developed in the preceding sections confirms that, indeed, both H3K9ac and

H3K18ac code for transcriptional activation and that loss of acetylation at

either residue would negatively influence this process. However, what is

not mentioned is that different residues are often modified in response to

different stresses as varied as salt-stress responses (in Arabidopsis thaliana)

or T-cell activation (in mouse tumor cells) [32, 33]. Rando [129] goes on to

question whether histone modifications do anything at all, citing that the

deletion of the H3K4 methylase Set1 has a minor effect on transcriptional

activity. However, what the author fails to mention is that H3K4met0 also

has an effect. The auto-immune regulator (AIRE), for example, contains a

PHD domain that is able to recognise and bind unmethylated H3K4, and

elicit a transcriptional response [34]. It is the modification state rather

than the modification itself that must be regarded as coding for biological

effects. Further, Rando [129] seems to argue that the differences between in

vitro and in vivo histone modification patterns show that histone-associated

proteins lack the necessary specificity to participate in a code.

Crucially, however, Rando [129] appears to use the term ‘code’ when

referring to the pattern of histone modifications and the resulting localisa-

tion of the associated proteins. The study therefore does not examine the

histone code hypothesis from the point of organic codes. While it is true
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that, nominally, a link between a post-translational histone modification

(or patterns thereof) and a localisation event has been assumed, the salient

point is that the histone code describes a mapping from modification to

biological effect. Indeed, the author makes certain points for the histone

code as being an organic code. He mentions that the deletion of the Eaf3

chromodomain of the Rpd3S complex has no effect on the localisation of the

complex (it binds to the RNA Polymerase II C-terminal domain), but the

loss of interaction with H3K36met3 affects the functioning of Rpd3S, which

is a histone deacetylase [129]. Thus, while the author mentions the various

binding domains, they are never more than vehicles that localise the vari-

ous protein complexes to their respective targets instead of the mediators

between the histone modification and the resulting biological effect—they

are therefore not seen as adaptor molecules.

The criticism by Liu et al. [95] appears to be focused on the combina-

torial nature of the histone code, in particular that more than one modifi-

cation, or combination of modifications, can result in similar outcomes (in

this case, transcriptional activation). The authors’ view of the ‘code’ aspect

suggests that this degeneracy is not suggestive of a code.

The authors mention that modifications rarely occur in discrete states,

rather they seem to exist in a continuum of modification states [95]. How-

ever, when viewed in the context of their assertion that histone modifi-

cations are subject to high turnover and that the methodology they em-

ployed did not allow for the examination of single nucleosomes, but rather

provided a population average of modification states that could not rule

out the possibility of discrete states being obscured, we see that a con-

tinuum of states is not unexpected, especially when we consider that, as

Fischer et al. [45], Rando [129], Wang et al. [175] have pointed out, there
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is combinatorial complexity in how histone modifications are read to bring

about biological effects. The matter is further complicated when we con-

sider that many histone modifications are the result of cross-talk with one

another [46, 70, 90, 180]. For example, the ubiquitylation of H2BK120 re-

sults in the subsequent methylation of H3K79 and H3K4 by the Dot1 and

COMPASS methylases respectively (see section 4.3). This lead to Henikoff

[63] asking the question whether there is true combinatorial complexity

or whether it is cumulative simplicity, since the rapid turnover of histone

acetylations (in particular) complicates matters when attempting to tease

apart this question. Liu et al. [95] conclude that the modification patterns

they observed are often the result of rather than the cause of transcription.

This is true, to a degree. The histone acetyltransferase Gcn5 has been

shown by Pokholok et al. [126] to be recruited to and acetylate H3K9 prior

to initiation of transcription. It is however important to remember that

many histone modifications are implicated in the elongation phases of tran-

scription, particularly H3K9ac [126], H4K5ac [148], and H3K9met2/3 [168].

Further, Henikoff [63] describes a mechanism whereby nucleosomes are ex-

cised during transcription and moved further along the chromatin strand

before being reinserted, potentially confusing experimental data concern-

ing which modifications or patterns thereof occur when and where. Lastly,

Liu et al. [95] performed their study on actively dividing yeast. During

this process the entirety of the yeast genome would be subject to active

transcription, potentially muddying the data they gathered concerning the

transcriptional nature of histone modifications. As mentioned previously,

histone modifications can often be the result of environmental stimuli—in

a state of pervasive transcription, in the absence of disruptive environmen-

tal stimuli, it is unclear how much of the more subtle behaviour of histone
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4.6. Criticisms of the histone code model

modifications was lost. Finally, when one considers that these conclusions

were made in the absence of histone methylation or histone ubiquitylation

data, I suggest that the combinatorial complexity of histone modifications

is more nuanced than suggested by the authors.
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Chapter 5

The Görlich-Dittrich algorithm

for identifying ‘molecular

codes’: A critique

In a recent paper, Görlich and Dittrich [59] propose an algorithm for iden-

tifying codes and classifying the elements along the lines of signs and mean-

ings. In doing so they first operationalise (partially) the concept of a code.

While they do, nominally, take their definition of a code from Barbieri as,

“a mapping from sign to meaning”, they use contingency as their defining

criterion for a code. Although they do mention adaptors in passing, this

crucial element of organic codes are not part of their definition of what they

call ‘molecular codes’. Instead they use a reaction network-based approach

where the concepts of ‘sign’ and ‘meaning’ ultimately lose their value as

they become stand-ins for ‘left-hand side’ and ‘right-hand side’ molecules.

The authors state that a reaction network is able to implement a molec-

ular code if one set of the molecular species can be mapped onto another

set of molecular species. This is exemplified by Fig. 5.1, where the left set,
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which contains the elements, A and B, is mapped by one of two ‘contexts’

(E and G, or F and H) that are in reality closer to chemical reactions, to

the right set containing the elements C and D [59]. (E,G) and (F,H) can be

thought of as pairs of enzymes that exist under different sets of conditions.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure 5.1: A binary molecular code according to Görlich and Dittrich [59].
The set, S = {A,B}, is mapped to the set M = {C,D} by the contexts,
C = {E,G} or C ′ = {F,H}.

Further, a molecular code is contingent—the mappings could be different—

and, following from this, alternative mappings must exist for a reaction

network to implement a code, since the contingency of a code implies that

another context exists under which the signs are interpreted differently [59].

While it is true that this ‘contingency’ is a quality of most codes, it is not

a necessary quality for a code. Imagine that the genetic code was universal
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with no variations and therefore no contingency. In terms of the Görlich-

Dittrich definition their algorithm would not recognise it as a code. How-

ever, for the biochemists who discovered the genetic code (and at that time

that was the only known instance) this lack of contingency posed no prob-

lem for them to recognise the genetic code as a true organic code. From

purely chemical considerations it was clear enough that there is no prior

deterministic relationship between nucleotide and amino acid sequences.

Another necessity for a molecular code is the molecular context. The

definition provided for the molecular context is however highly ambiguous;

according to Görlich and Dittrich [59], the molecular context is, “necessary

for the reaction to happen”. This definition offers two problems: firstly, an

organic code (defined in Section 2.1), is not a transformative chemical reac-

tion, and secondly this definition does not implicate adaptors specifically,

rather it allows for a slew of other agents to be ‘necessary’. The genetic

code for example necessitates the various RNA polymerases, an mRNA

molecule, a pool of amino acids, GTP, and a host of other molecules—each

of which is necessary for the reaction (here being translation) to happen.

This issue is further reinforced by the reaction network approach where the

authors imply that a code details a transformative reaction rather than an

association. Reaction networks detail deterministic relationships between

related molecular species, whereas organic codes map out non-deterministic

relationships between independent molecular worlds.

The epimerisation of d-glucose and d-talose as described in Figure 5.2

would satisfy their criteria for a molecular code, but fall short of those set

for an organic code. In this reaction network it is clear that one set of

molecular species are mapped onto another: d-glucose and d-talose onto

d-mannose and d- galactose. This mapping is contingent in the sense that
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an alternative molecular context (C-2 or C-4 epimerisation) that is able to

alter the mapping and that at no point is it dictated by natural law which of

these mappings are preferred. The algorithm devised by the authors would

therefore identify the epimerisation of d-glucose and d-talose as a molecular

code. This would certainly not convince any biochemist or molecular biol-

ogist. A molecular code therefore also refer to a situation where the signs

are indexical in nature rather than symbolic. Indexical signs (d-glucose

and d-talose) represent objects (d-mannose and d-galactose) by virtue of

a physical link that exists between them (in this case a strong structural

similarity). Symbolic signs (a specifically acetylated histone, or a nucleotide

codon) represent objects (a particular biological function or an amino acid)

by entirely arbitrary links that have no established physical link between

them (H3K14ac could just as easily have specified a silent transcriptional

state, or UUU could have specified serine instead of phenylalanine).

Further, how the algorithm would be able to identify the ‘signs’ and

‘meanings’ by itself is unknown. It seems likely that, if presented with a

reaction network the algorithm would not be possible to identify true or-

ganic codes. Instead it would identify a slew of mappings that could by

no means be considered a code. The authors have demonstrated this by

amalgamating 17 of the known genetic codes into a single reaction network

and subjecting this to the algorithm. While the algorithm did manage to

identify some 16 molecular codes, it did not identify a single cogent genetic

code. Rather it identified multiple instances where more than one codon

specified for an amino acid across each of the genetic codes [59]. Another

problem that crops up is how the algorithm distinguishes between sign and

meaning if this is not explicitly defined prior to running the algorithm? If

the mappings of a reaction network are not made explicit, but instead the
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algorithm is provided exclusively with the signs and meanings (it is there-

fore blind to which is which), it would not be possible for it to reliably

distinguish between these sets. Here it would have been useful to introduce

the concept of an adaptor (as with organic codes) as this molecule is the

‘fingerprint’ of an organic code—the sign-recognition site would have imme-

diately identified which of the entities are the signs (as with the anticodon

of a tRNA molecule) and the meaning-implementation site would have im-

mediately identied which is the biological meaning (as with the effector site

on chromatin-associated proteins). This also highlights a crucial failing of

the algorithm, it functions only when presented with a reaction network,

the large set of organic codes that deal with molecule→ effect mappings

would remain untouched.

The identification of organic codes by algorithms therefore, seems to

be a task that, for the time-being, is not possible. Firstly, an adaptor

molecule—the molecule that ultimately associates the world of signs with

that of meanings—is not part of the definition. Secondly, unless the associ-

ations are made explicit, the algorithm seems unlikely to be able to identify

them correctly. Thirdly, the reaction network approach opens up much

scope for ambiguity that allows for the identification of molecular codes

(such as the example in Fig. 5.2) that clearly do not function as an organic

code, robbing the term of much of its impact. Lastly, the algorithm is only

able to identify contingent molecule→ molecule mappings, this implies that

a large number of codes such as the histone code, the sugar code, the com-

partment code, the regulatory code and many more would not qualify as

molecular codes.
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Figure 5.2: The mapping of the reaction network mapping d-Glucose and
d-Talose onto d-Mannose and d-Galactose
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The use of the term ‘code’ has cropped up time and again in the biological

sciences—more so since the discovery of the genetic code. However, what

has rarely been made explicit is precisely what is meant by ‘code’. There-

fore, one of the first tasks or the research described in this dissertation was

to formulate a definition of an organic code based on Barbieri’s work on

code biology. This definition as well as the ensuing characteristics a puta-

tive coding system needs to fulfill form the bedrock of this thesis. Without

a unifying framework, the field of biology would be replete with codes that

in reality are not codes. In Chapter 3 I touched upon two systems where

the classification of a system as a code has been a misnomer: the ‘metabolic

code’ and the ‘Hox code’ were shown not to be codes according to the cri-

teria that I laid out in Chapter 2. Rather than forming organic codes, these

systems are in reality closer to being ‘fingerprints’, which in both instances

need a scientist to interpret them. Code biology is not the study of these

molecular fingerprints; it is rather the study of how cells themselves are

able to implement coding systems without the need of an outside agent to

provide interpretation. Cells are able to translate organic signs into biolog-
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ical meaning in the absence of a mind or the need for interpretation. This

distinction between molecular fingerprinting and biological coding has been

necessary for some time since since code biology is currently in the pro-

cess of cataloguing the various biological codes with little emphasis given

to their suitability as organic codes.

When we regard a code, it would be remiss to do so without paying

due consideration to the role that information plays in the function of a

code. To that effect I distinguished between two ways in which we deal

with information: one concerned with only the reliable transfer thereof and

the other with the reliable translation thereof. These two processes under-

pin much of information theory as it applies to biological systems. First I

demonstrated that real parallels exist between biological mechanisms and

those proposed by information theorists. The reliable transfer of informa-

tion finds succour in the biological world as the transmission of DNA from

one generation to the next. In particular, I believe that the explanation

of sequence redundancy as a feature to improve overall robustness of the

sequence itself is an important step toward the synthesis of information

theory and biology. Building on the reliable transmission of information,

the next, and possibly more important, consideration deals with the reli-

able translation of this information so that it may be used in one form or

another. To wit, the removal of redundancies is of paramount importance

since the translation of redundant bits (non-coding DNA) would be a waste.

Once the meaningful bits are extricated, they must be translated (much like

the strings of 1s and 0s must be converted to English for this to be legible).

The parallels I point to here are the splicing of mRNA in order to remove

non-coding sequences (introns) and, of course, protein translation—the pro-

cess that translates mRNA sequences to amino acid sequences. Finally I
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demonstrated that the concepts of codes and information are inextricably

linked—information makes sense only when viewed through the lense of

the appropriate code—and that organic codes in particular offer a suitable

framework for the integration of these concepts into molecular biology.

Bearing this and the foregoing discussion of the criteria of an organic

code in mind, I then turn to an analysis of several systems thought to be

codes. The genetic code makes an excellent and obvious choice to test

against the criteria for an organic code. As befits the progenitor of organic

codes, it passes the test. There are codes that do not pass this test such as

the Hox code or the metabolic code. The ubiquitin code, while conforming

to the criteria, presents a problem in the sense that there is uncertainty

whether it is a discrete code or whether it is subsumed by a more inclu-

sive ‘protein post-translational modification’ code. Ultimately I present a

novel framework for the identification and classification of a ‘regulatory’

code that describes the association between allosteric effectors and enzy-

matic behaviours, although not as fully understood as the genetic code (or

the histone code), I do believe the preliminary inspection of the associated

elements warrants further investigation. Interestingly, what does crystallise

from this chapter (Chapter 3) is that a large cluster of organic codes (pos-

sibly the majority) are concerned with a molecule→ effect correspondence

rather than a molecule→ molecule correspondence as with the genetic or

signal transduction codes.

What exactly do I mean by ‘further investigation’? Chapter 4, which

concerns a thorough investigation into the elements of the histone code, is

just such an investigation. In this chapter I explore, thoroughly, the crucial

elements of the histone code: the post-translational histone modifications,

the slew of associated biological effects, and the specific binding/effector
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molecule pairings that allow for the translation between these phenomena.

I then draw parallels between these elements and those of organic codes,

identifying them as organic sign, biological meaning, and adaptor molecules

respectively. I believe that I have, in this chapter, presented sufficient

evidence for the identification of the histone code as a true organic code.

What the foregoing attempts at elucidating a histone code have all lacked

was either the unifying framework provided by code biology or the in-depth

analysis and synthesis of the existing elements.

Finally I turned to the attempt to identify codes by algorithmic means.

While it would be welcome to obviate the necessity for an exhaustive in-

vestigation into the elements of a putative code in favour of a speedier,

computer-based approach, the theoretical framework that underlies just

such an approach (as advocated by Görlich and Dittrich [59], is flawed.

Not only does their concept of a ‘molecular code’ not make any mention of

an adaptor, the reaction network based approach is one founded on transfor-

mative reactions and indexical signs rather than an association of symbolic

signs. This opens the door for the misidentification of deterministic reac-

tions (such as the epimerisations in Fig. 5.2) as molecular codes, when in

fact these are not codes in the least. The other problem with the algorith-

mic approach is that, in order for the algorithm to identify a code from

a reaction network, it needs to be told which of the elements constitute

the signs and meanings, and further, the mappings that exist (or the re-

actions that convert one to the other) would need to be made explicit in

order for the algorithm to work. As a result I believe that the algorithmic

identification of organic codes is not yet applicable.

However, that is not to say that, in the years to come, such an approach

(with due refinements and a theoretical overhaul) will not be of use. As
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such it may help in the classification of the plethora of codes that, to date,

have not been catalogued or identified. Of these, I believe the regulatory

and the quorum sensing codes should be a priority. Another, and possibly

larger task remains that of investigating the current codes as thoroughly as

I have done with the histone code (which is by no means complete as it relies

heavily on experimental data in order to expand). Subsequently it would

be necessary to separate the true codes from those that have been falsely

called thus. Further, to strengthen the theoretic framework of code biology,

a description of organic coding in terms of category theoretical mappings

would be very useful.

The concepts that I have dealt with here are, I believe, essential to a

complete understanding of life on earth.
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